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Now we will consider the biological chemical responses to a series of physical conditions. Our first example is the Hungry Feed Cycle, in which we experience all the hours after an evening meal and through the night fast. تسایر دافیر  دعب  �ک  اتشان  روا  �زور ،  یئادتبا  نارود  �ک  تار  تسایر ،  یواٹپروسبتسوپ  دعب  �ک  �ناھک  ںی� : لحارم  نیت  لکیئاس  ڈیف  یکوھب  تار  سا  . A
major purpose of many biochemical changes during this period is to maintain glucose-homestasis – a constant blood glucose level. 1. Well opened, or poppy-sorpati, state. When we have an evening meal and after it is eliminated, glucose and amino acids move from the intestine to the bloodstream. Nutritional lipids are packed into chelomacone and are
transferred to the blood by the lymphatic system. This open condition leads to the release of insulin, which is one of the two most important regulators of fuel metabolism, the other being the regulator Glokagun. β The hormone is stimulated by insulin-sere glucose and para-meta-tactic nervous system by the cells of the label (Section 30.15). In the jewel, the
insulin signal is exposed state-it is fuel storage and protein in different ways. For example, insulin initiates protein canics-ceds-it is used by the liver to regulate glycogen recipes in both the muscle and the liver and suppressing glycogen. Insulin also increases the liver's acaratis glycolosis, which results in the recipe of the fit-acid. Storing the liver as glycogen
helps to limit the amount of glucose in the blood during a considerable amount of time to release glucose during reduced times. How do extra blood glucose are present after eating? Insulin is a blood glucose-alike in the liver by GLUT2. Glucose 6-phosphate levels increase in the liver because only the glucose-containing sites are currently full of glucose.
Remember that glaucom is active only when blood glucose levels are high. As a result, the glucose of the liver is 6-phosphate more quickly as a blood level increases. In combination with insulin action, glucose 6-phosphate increases lead to the buildup of glycogen stores. The hormone effects on glycogen recipes and storage are strengthened by a direct
action of glucose itself. Phosphoryis is a glucose sensor that is in addition to being the cleaves glycogen enzyme. When glucose levels are high, the glucose-restricted phosphorus is used to treat phosphorous b, which is not easily glycogen. Thus, glucose all-losteral shifts the glycogen system from an other adtototototototototototoin to an artificial mode. High
insulin levels in the exposed state also promotes the entry of glucose into the muscle and adipose tissue. Insulin as well as glycogen by the liver is used to treat the infection. The entry of glucose into adipose tissue provides a 3-phosphate recipe for the galisrol Insulin action also expands amino acids and protein metabolism. Insulin is bonded by muscle-
chain amino acids (valtin, leukana, and soliosis) promotes the atopitic. Of course, insulin protein recipes are a building of muscle proteins on which a generally dynamic effect is. In addition, it prevents intracellular harassment of proteins. 2. Early fast state. Blood glucose levels begin to drop several hours after a meal, resulting in a decrease in insulin levels
and increased glucose levels. The gloagan is secreted by α cells of the labein in response to low blood sugar levels in the fast state. As soon as the state opened by insulin, the glokagun signal was hungry state. There is no nutritional quantity of glucose when it works for dynamic glycogen stores. The main target of the glogogan is the liver. Glocogen is a
dyscogen disorder and prevents glycogen by the glycogen recipe by phosphorus and functionality by phosphorus and triggers the glycogen and activation of the medled synthase (Section 21.5). Glokagan also prevents the production of perovati by avoiding the fito-acid recipe and by maintaining it in an active state by reducing the activity of the karbolysi CoA
infosys. In addition, the glokagan is used to reduce the level of glokonioniaganes is in the liver and blocks by reducing the level of F-2, 6-blood pressure. All known functions of the glogogan are triggered by protein-rich harmonic sere. The results of the launch of the amp of a phosphorus-a activity and a low level glycogen synthase resultin of a higher level of
activity. This is strengthened by the restriction of glucose to reduce the effect of glucose on the snout, which makes enzymes less sensitive as the phosphorus. Instead, phosphates remain restricted to phosphorylasi, and thus remain in the active phosphorylatod form in the synthase. As a result, glycogen is a fast working class. Large amounts of glucose,
which is derived from glycogen, are produced by the hydrolysis of glucose, which is released from the liver in the blood. Glucose in muscle and adipose tissue is less in response to low insulin levels. The reduced use of glucose by muscles and adipose tissue also contributes to the restoration of the level of the blodglosi. The pure result of these actions of
The Glokagan is highlighted in the release of glucose by the liver. Both the muscles and liver use the fiti acid as fuel when blood glucose levels decrease. Thus, 80 mg/DL at or above the level of blood glucose is kept by three major factors: (1) release of glucose by the working class of glycogen and liver, (2) the release of fat acid by adipose tissue, and (3)
changes in glucose What is the result of the re-injection of glycogen stores of the liver? The lactate and the al-Anain e-lacte from the glyconiogenezis is continuing, but this process only changes. Which was already converted into lactate and al-Anain by strangers. In addition, the brain is fully for the oadas glucose CO2 and H2O. Thus, for the pure recipe of
glucose, there must be another source of carbon. The release of the galicerol by adipose tissue on lapaulusus provides some carbon, with the rest carbon coming from the hedolyses of muscle proteins. 3. The State of The Refad. What are the biological chemical responses to a delicious breakfast? Fat is processed as it is usually processed in the open state.
However, this is not a case of glucose. The liver initially does not absorb glucose from the blood, but it leaves it to the strangers. In addition, the liver remains in a glycono-gonacanic mode. Now, however, newly-managed glucose is used to fill glycogen stores of liver. As blood glucose levels increase, the liver completes the storage of its glycogen stores and
begins to process the remaining additional glucose for the treatment of the fiti acid. If there is a good deal, is it hungry for you? A typical well-food edited 70kg man-fuel reserves total 161,000 kcal (see 670,000 kcal. see table 30.1). Energy is required for a 24-hour period of about 1600 kcal (6700 kcal) to 6000 kcal (25,000 kcal), depending on the activity limit.
Thus, the fuel saved for 1 to 3 months to meet the hunger-in-the-sand requirements. However, carbohydrate deposits are running out in just one day. Even under hunger conditions, blood glucose levels should be maintained above 2.2 mg (40 mg/dl). The first priority of metabolism in appetite is to provide enough glucose for the brain and other cells (such as
red blood cells) which depend on exactly this fuel. However, glucose is not very advanced. Most energy is stored in the trisigalsrol in the fiti-single. Remember that fat acids cannot be converted into glucose, because the actal CoA cannot be converted into perovati (Section 22.3.7). The galleys of triacalglyserol can be converted into glucose, but only a limited
amount is available. The only other possible source of glucose is amino acids derived from protein disorders. However, proteins are not stored, and will then suppress any damage to the function of the defect. Thus, the second priority of metabolism in appetite is to maintain proteins, which are being used from fuel-fat acids and ketone bodies (figure 30.16).
Metabolic changes in the first day of hunger are like those after fasting overnight. Low blood sugar levels lead to insulin deficiency and increased levels of glycagone. The dominant metabolic processes are the hardworking class of trisigalserol in adipose tissue and glokonionegonisis by the liver. The liver adipose tissue is released from the oxide scent to get
energy for your needs by the fitacid. Actel CoA and The Result of The Siterate Which switches to the galicolosus . Glucose is significantly lower due to low insulin levels, while the anti-acid enters independently. As a result, the muscles almost completely shift to the glucose until the fat acid is fueled. The muscle-by-fat acid β-oxide actal coA is a halatus to the
transformation of the perovaty, because the actel is adhesion to the phosphoration de perovati, which it is inactive to render (section 17.2.1). Therefore, the liver is exported to convert the perovati, lactate and allanininto into glucose. The glycerol liver, derived from the vepatan of trisigalserol, is another raw material for glucose recipes. Offered, the carbon
skeleton for glyconiogenez also provides. During hunger, the oquital proteins are not replanasand and act as carbon sources for glucose recipes. The early sources of protein are those that are quickly eliminated, such as the protein of the intestine and the sensitivity of the lips. Muscle protein provides some of the three carbon advances of the prosacity.
However, survival for most animals depends on being able to move quickly, which requires a large muscle mass, and thus should be reduced to muscle damage. How is the muscle gain? About 3 days of hunger, large amounts of liver are in the form of acetoacetate and d-3-hydrobiobacteria (ketone bodies). 30.17). The Actel CoA is not able to add up to their
recipe sspecially because all the units produced by the lack of cytric acid cycle fiti acid are not able to be oeda. The supply of gloconiogenez deplates, which is required for the entry of the Actel CoA into the cytokines acid cycle. As a result, the liver produces large amounts of ketone bodies, which are released into the bloodstream. At this time, the brain
begins to settle the standard amount of acetoacetate in the place of glucose. After 3 days of hunger, about a third of the brain's energy needs are met by ketone bodies (table 30.2). The heart also uses ketone bodies as fuel. After several weeks of hunger, the ketone bodies become the major fuel of the brain. Acetoacetate is activated by the transfer of CoA
to The Soccanel CoA to The Aquacatal CoA (C. 30.18). The two inns of the Ekatel CoA, which enter the cytric acid cycle by the tahaulasi. In the case of the body, the ketone shards are equal to fat acids that can pass through the obstruction of the blood brain. Then the brain needs only 40 g glucose, compared to about 120 g in the first day of hunger.
Effective conversions of the body of the ketone by liver and their use by the brain to reduce glucose need. Therefore, less muscle hunger is more than the first days. The minimum of 75 grams of appetite compared to 20g is most important for survival. The time of survival of a person is basically determined by the size of the triadleglyserol depot. What
happens after a stop Stores? The only source of fuel is protein. Protein deficiency, and death inevitably results from loss of heart, liver, or kidney function. Now we consider diabetes mellitus, a complex disease characterized by the use of the expanding unusual fuel: glucose is used by the liver and by other organs. The incidence of diabetes mellitus
(commonly referred to as diabetes only) is 5% of the population. Of course, diabetes is the most common serious metabolic disease in the world; It affects hundreds of millions. Type of diabetes, or insulin-dependent diabetes mellitus (IDDM), is caused by autoimmune destruction of insulin-β cells in the lab and usually begins before the age of 20. Insulin
depends on the individual insulin requirement. In contrast, most diabetes have a normal or higher level of insulin in their blood, but they are very anti-hormone. This form of disease-type II, or non-insulin dependence, is known as diabetes mellitus (infirm) - usually produced later in life than the insulin-dependent form. Designated for excessive urine in the
disease. A second-century-century-old copadokian physician, Aritaus wrote: The purity of diabetes is assigned to this disorder, something like passing through water by the icon. He said that the properties of diabetes as a melting of the capataly meat are down and organs in the urine. From Latin to Mellitus-meaning honey means sugar in the urine of a
patient with a sweet disease. Mellitus is a disease that is caused by the re-inversion of water to the disabled kidneys. Type diabetes, insulin is missing and as a result, the glocagavin is present at the most common level. In the case of diabetes, a person with diabetes is in biochemical appetite mode despite a large concentration of blood glucose. Because of
insulin, there is a void in the cells of glucose. The liver is trapped in a glyconogoganak and ketoganak state. Insulin-relative gloss on the high level of p-2, 6-liver leads to a decrease in blood pressure. Therefore, glycolosis is the seal and gluconionegonesis are encouraged because of the opposite effects of F-2, 6-phosphoroctocinasi and fructose-1, 6-
basphosphates (at section 16.4), the figures are 30.4 and 30.6. High glycogen/insulin ratio in diabetes also promotes glycogen disorder. Therefore, a maximum amount of glucose is produced by the liver and continues in the blood. Glucose (mellitus) is excreted in the urine when its concentration in the blood exceeds the ability of the kidneys to resorpatic.
Water is accompanied by excreted glucose, and in the acute stage of this disease a treatment is diabetes, hunger and diabetes. Because carbohydrates are used, insulin deficiency leads to lipids and protein intake. Large quantities of The EKATEL CoA are re-developed by However, more of the actal coA may not enter the cytoric acid cycle, because the
sedation is insufficient for the stage. Remember that the pet can synthesize the animal, a product of glycolosus, but not from the Actel CoA; Instead, they produce ketone bodies. A beating feature of diabetes is the change in the use of fat from carbohydrates to fuel; Glucose, more than ever, is a supranad. In high focus, the ketone stochasses the kidney's
ability to maintain acid-based balance. Treatment diabetes can go into a coma due to a low blood pH level and water deficiency. Type II, or non-insulin dependence, accounts for more than 90% of diabetes cases and is generally developed in middle-aged, obese people. Type II diabetes is the true cause of getting the disease, although a genetic basis seems
likely. In the United States, obesity has become a epidemic, rating nearly 20% of adults as obese. Obesity is identified as a risk factor in a host of pathological conditions including diabetes mellitus, high blood pressure, and heart disease. The vast majority of cases due to obesity are very simple-used from the diet required, and extra calories are preserved as
fat. Although the central cause of obesity is simple, biochemistry means that the anti-homestasand and aphorist controls are generally maintained by the much more complex, but the two main signals are insulin and leptin. A protein containing 146 amino acids, leptin fat is secreted to a hormone in a large-scale direct ratio. Leptin works through the acquisition
of a lake (related to the structure and development process of the hormone obtained; section 15.4) to produce the satatatoon signal in the hepotamous. During periods when more energy is four hundred times more than the energy (the state of the state), the adipose tissue loses mass. Under these conditions, both leptin and insulin deficiency have increased
fuel use, and energy stores are used. When calories are used extra, the conversation is true. The importance of leptin on obesity is dramatically true in mice. The lack of mice is leptin fat and if given leptin then the weight will be lost. Rats that lack leptin are unsensitive to leptin management. Initial evidence is that leptin and its gains play a role in human
obesity, but the results are not as clear as the cut in the mouse. The ability to control the intermingled genes and their products will be an interesting area of research for some time to come into the homestos. Come.
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